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President’s Report
W

ith the festive season already upon us and
Christmas around the corner (about 12 sleeps
by the time you read this), we’ve had a mixed start to
our 2015 Summer activities. Whilst we’ve enjoyed the
successes of some of the events already held, we’ve
also spared a thought for those of our members and
their families who have experienced loss or other
unfortunate events.
It is with sadness I write of the passing of one of
our members, Joe Ariti who joined the Club ten
years ago. Joe was working on the restoration of his
car and unfortunately did not get to experience the
fruits of his labour. He passed away on October 4th.
Thank you to Trevor Peters who kept us updated on
Joe’s progress prior, as well as attending his funeral
to share condolences. Our heart-felt sympathies are
extended to Joe’s family and friends, wishing you
healing and happiness as time goes by.
We get caught up in our day to day business, usually
grumbling about something insignificant and
generally not thankful about the fact that we are
(in the main) safe, warm and fed and watered. I
would imagine for one member and his family, these
grateful thoughts will remain for some time to come.
In October, Ray Foggerdy and his family endured
a harrowing ordeal whilst spending days searching
in bush land, tens of kilometres around Kalgoorlie
for their brother/father, Reginald. I’m sure many
of you would have seen the news reports over that
week. If you’re not sure what I’m referring to, two
words; “Ant Man”. We are so thankful, Ray, of the
happy ending. All your friends in the Club wish you
well and Reg all the best in making a speedy and full
recovery, hoping in time this will just be a great story
to tell.
You know, as if it isn’t hard enough standing up the
front talking and chairing the monthly meetings I
was faced with an additional problem at October’s
meeting. I had hardly started when I became
distracted by a blinding light out the corner of my
right eye. What is that? Is that a ring on your finger?
And a beaming cheeky smile? Yes, our Secretary
is over the moon. OMGosh! Russell, did you have
to make it such a massive rock? Congratulations!
Wishing you both all the very best with so much love
and happiness. Now, don’t forget the minutes. Ha!
F/Cover: Warren sees the funny side to breaking down.

Mid-West Show ‘n’ Shine (26-28/9) – what an epic
event! Thank you to Pat and Doug for their generosity
in opening their home to all members who ventured
to Geraldton for this awesome weekend.
As always, Pat was the ever-caring host, ensuring all
guests were extensively catered for. The club was
also successfully represented many times up on the
podium, with members collecting awards left, right
and centre. Congrats to all winners of the event and
thank you to everyone who pitched in and set up the
winning display. Check out the article and photos in
this edition for more detail and read about the trials
and tribulations of some of our members whom we
thought had gone via South Australia to get there.
At least those of us who travelled without issue had
a chance to get a head start on the booze! And Cat
– what a star! Raising $340 from merchandise sold
on the day. Woo Hoo!
Bathurst (11/10) – once again, a heartfelt thank
you to Mr Pitt for opening up his business unit to
accommodate the rev-heads on the day. I’ve heard
another successful Club day to which I have not been
able to make for the last two years. I’m hoping 3rd
time lucky next year.
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President’s Report - continued
Phil leroy Memorial Run (18/10) – it hardly seems
like 12 months ago in Dwellingup, Mike and Linda
leroy generously offered their Waroona home for a
club run destination with a promise of good food and
even better company. A year later and it definitely
was just that. What a beautiful family and a great
day for all, with no-one able to complain they went
away hungry.
The only dampener of the day was the rain that
had set in, to which I was quickly reminded how
welcomed it was for those who toil the land. Oops.
And Linda even put it out there, this run could be
a biennial event. I’m licking my lips already ……..
steaks, chops, chicken, salads, veges straight from the
garden, cheese cakes, meringues, fruit salad, apple
pies, oh, and honey – yummmmmo !
The adventures of Steve Harvey are all I’ve been
hearing about at each monthly meeting. I’m so
looking forward to reading further and seeing the
photos in this edition, of Steve’s trip. Apparently
it’s on ‘book-tube’ but you know me and book-tube
– I’m not on it! Speaking of which, Steve, whilst
you’ve been away I think you’ve been nominated

A

Once it is here in Swan View I will be deciding whether
to make it a faker SLR or something else?
Watch this space!
Kenny
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So, as you can see, we’ve had an eventful few months
and to finish off the year we’ve had our usual
Christmas lunch run. Back to Noble Falls tavern,
after following Bill’s fantastic instructions and taking
in the double-humped slippery dip and a visit past
our Peter Brock memorial site. 13th December There were prizes galore and we all had our meals
subsidised by the club.
Thank you to all club members for your continued
support to the Club throughout the year. Wishing
you and your families/friends a safe and wonderful
Christmas and prosperous New Year.
Enjoy everyone! Remember – no meeting in January
and we’ll see you all back safely, in Feb 2016.
Natalie Kais

Ken’s next Project

cquired in February 2015 this LH is being stored
in Mundaring. I’ll probably bring it home to the
new shed in January and START WORK!

Regards

to be a “moderator” for our club page along with
MP and Ian H. Much to Marty’s delight, the Club
(oh dear, except for the Prez) has arrived in the 21st
Century. I’m relying on you guys to keep it above
board and keep me up to date, by, would you believe
it, actually talking to me. Go figure!

2016 GTR XU-1 Nationals

24th – 28th March – Sunshine Coast QLD
nce again WA is to be represented with the
He has the greatest respect for our WA entrants
best our Club has to offer with the stalwart
each year and of course with this year having both
entrants who put in a mammoth effort to make
Kathryn and Brian up there at number one and
the interstate trip every couple of years to the
two, confessing Kathryn, even though competing
Nationals.
in a “man’s domain” remains a beautifully natural
lady. Couldn’t think of any one more perfect to
This year will be extra special for one WA couple
do it for the team Kathryn!
who have managed to score the prestigious

O

positioning of Entrant Numbers 1 & 2. Our very
special ‘Lady’ of the Club, Kathryn Taylor, will
lead the charge as Entrant #1 in her stunning,
National award winning LC GTR Silver Mist
Metallic. Kathryn’s car is also featured in the
Nationals promo profile page.
Of course Brian cannot let Kathryn’s achievement
go outdone. The organisers have proposed an
offer just as significant to Brian. Upon arrival,
and at the expense of the Nationals Organisers,
Brian’s car (LC XU-1 Yellow Dolly) will be
‘stickered up’ as Colin Bond’s 1970 HDT XU-1
(sample pic attached). Todd Martin informs me
another entrant from Queensland will have his car
stickered up as Christine Cole/Sandra Bennet’s
car and Todd’s very own car, 40C Brock/Morris,
will add to the collection of the three cars from
the 1970 Bathurst 500. What a display.

Something troubles me though. Todd added
he sees Brian as a “hard-working, honest bloke
…….” Ahem …… excuse me? !!
All jokes aside, congratulations to Kathryn and
Brian and best wishes to all our WA travellers
for an enjoyable, safe and hassle-free trip to the
Sunshine Coast and back. Go fly the flag for our
WA club.
BTW – I hear considerations are in the making for
a WA 2018 Nationals …..get your thinking caps
on as to how we can offer the utmost hospitality
and idyllic setting for this epic event.
Natalie

Todd also explained they are so keen to promote
both male and female entrants within this event.
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Editorial
W

elcome to my final edition. This has been
an especially tough issue to start due to
holiday preparations taking all my time. Once the
stories and pictures started to come in I found my
mojo and again enjoyed the process of putting this
all together. I hope you all enjoy it.
This makes me realise how very lucky we are to
have some very knowledgeable club members with
a wealth of experience with these cars. Real people
who grew-up working or playing with Toranas. As
you will see, our members are also generous with
sharing their photos and stories which creates a
unique newsletter unlike any other.
Our ex-speedway racer, Russell has sent some
great photos from the good ol’ days on the oval
track. These are a look back in time at what was
the norm. Bash, crash and cut GTRs because
there’s plenty around.
How’s your man shed looking? Ken has just
finished building his new baby and shared the
photos and story for us.
Steve Harvey has sent in some highlights from his
trip east. What an awesome experience Steve had.
To fit all the info in here we’d have to print a 100
page book!
A big thanks to Lisa for her story and pictures on
the awesome Geraldton trip. I was lucky enough
to be part of this adventure and would highly
recommend all members be part of the next one.
Welcome to our newest member Geoff who has
an LC XU-1. Geoff has sent in a story with some
great pictures. WOW! This restoration looks very
special, have a read on page 16.
We are now on FaceBook. Thanks to Mark for
setting this up. We can now all post pictures and
information to share between ourselves and other
like minded friends. Join us by searching for ‘GTR
XU-1 Car Club of WA’ on FaceBook.
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There’s a brand new section in this edition; “The
Breakdown Awards”. Here we show the trials and
tribulations of owning older cars. This is also a
handy section to read and learn how these problems
were fixed. Our first winner is announced!
I have finished making the LC lower dash decals
and have been restoring a few more dashs. Pics
and details on pg 22.
With the GTR XU-1 Nationals fast approaching
it’s a race against time to get the cars in tip-top
condition and over to QLD. Good luck to our WA
team.
Once again thank-you so much for entrusting
me with the position of editor. For two and a
half years I’ve managed to get our newsletter
out to share all the club news and Torana info.
It’s a central committee position which gets you
communicating with most of the members and
your always learning something new. I hope
someone else can pick it up.
Before signing off, I’d like to wish everyone a
Happy Christmas. Safe driving and hope to see
you all enjoying your Toranas, whether it’s on the
road or in the shed.
Keep the pointy end out front.
Martin Sibley
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Red Dirt Warriors

’day members.

Here are some photos of my involvement
with speedway and Toranas. When I was an
apprentice at Manley Stanwell Holden in Albany,
the company purchased an EH Holden speedway
car to use as an advertising/team building project.
It turned out to be a bit far gone and an LC Torana
came up for sale that was in much better shape.
Maintenance and driving duties were shared by
the foreman, myself and another mechanic until
just after I finished my apprenticeship in 1986.
Around September 1989, after I had started up
and settled into my own business, I spotted an ad
in the local paper for an LJ Torana speedway car
and trailer going cheap. It was pretty roughed up
and the motor had a rattle in the bottom end, but
all the basics were there and the workshop needed
a car trailer. So a deal was done and stories told
and it turns out that the car was originally a
Baroda Silver GTR (I remember seeing this car
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tearing up the streets years earlier). Apparently it
was too rusty to restore, but OK for speedway.
The sacrilege doesn’t stop there, during the
process of tidying up the bodywork I used the
rear panel section from a Zodiac Blue XU-1 that
had been chopped up (also apparently too rusty
to restore) and later on some panel sections from
the totalled Pink XU-1 that I sent in photos of for
a previous newsletter (don’t forget that this was
1989 and they were still relatively cheap).
With the bodywork tidied up, a fresh coat of Fiat
Tractor Orange enamel and some GTR blackouts,
I hit up a few sponsors, got some signwriting done
and was back racing in Division 2 Modifieds at
Attwell Park Speedway. I did the first couple of
meetings with a stock 161 out of a mate’s HK
Panel Van while I was rebuilding the engine that
came with the car (186 block with 202 crank and
pistons).

Originally our division was limited to a single
Stromberg carb, but was later updated to a 350
Holley on a factory manifold. I had a lot of fun
racing speedway, usually running mid-pack, but
I did get a few wins over the years. Being a midpacker meant that there was always a bit of damage
to repair in between meetings. I turned up to just
about every meeting with the car looking like new,
which netted me the Best Presented Award for my
division two years in a row.
One particularly nasty incident involved me and
my old foreman in the Manley’s Torana getting
tangled up and hitting the main straight wall head
on. This required a session on a chassis jig to pull
the rails out and then chopping everything off at
the firewall as well as just in front of the sub-frame
mounts on the rails. A new tube framework was
made up of exhaust tube and oxy welded together.
A new one-piece fibreglass front end was made
up thanks to one of the other drivers who had a
mould. This was all done in a frantic 3 week stint
prior to a big 2 day event. The new lighter front
end made a huge difference to the handling and

the car was going well until I blew the clutch in
the last race on the Saturday night. But with some
2nd hand parts from a fellow driver I was back
out there on the Sunday.
Cat also got to race the Torana in a Ladies’ Race
and came in a very credible 2nd place beaten
only by a girl that was a seasoned driver from the
Junior Division (and she didn’t even put a scratch
on it).
I ended up selling the race car (mid 1990’s) so that
I could concentrate on getting my Green XU-1
back on the road, and I think we all know how
that turned out!!!
I have also included pictures of a couple of LC
Toranas that raced at Boulder Speedway in 1975
and 1976 (I lived there for a while when I was a
kid). They belonged to Garry Selleck (No: 12)
and Terry Selleck (No: 4).
Cheers
Russell Rouse
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Midwest Show ‘n’ Shine
Road Trip

September 2015

A

(few) Funny Thing(s) Happened On The
Way To (and from) Geraldton

The Queen’s Birthday long weekend in
September saw the biennial migration north for
many members of the GTR XU-1 Club, as we
drove up in two convoys to Pat and Doug’s place
in Geraldton.
The early birds got a head start, missing out on a
bit of the adventure which was to follow. As much
of the drama involved a certain Cyan Blue and
Primer Grey pair of cars, I’ll tell the grim tale
from the Skryp/Hope perspective...
Warren, Dave and Lisa drove down from the hills
to meet with Russ, Kat, Trevor, Steve, Ian and
Helen at Ginger’s Roadhouse, and set off together
from there. I was a bit trepidacious, as I had not
driven a Torana any farther than Whiteman Park
in about 20 years. Nonetheless, it all went well,
and I was soon happily up to speed and cruising
along to some great tunes. Until - - Let me just say right now, that Warren asked
me to keep an eye on the temperature gauge,
which I dutifully did. I watched it rise past the
middle, then I started to wonder. Tried ringing
Warren and Dave, but above all the noise, none
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of us could hear each other. When the needle was
approaching the ominous letter H, I flashed my
high beams a few times, and pulled over. That’s
when I saw all the steam.
Ian and Helen, Kat and Russ were behind me,
as was Warren. A quick, unanimous diagnosis
revealed that the engine had indeed overheated,
and with help and a bit more coolant, we were
soon back on the road, catching up to Dave, Trev
and Steve, who waited up ahead. I was grateful
that there were so many people ready and able to
help. I was also excited and a bit nervous when
Warren decided to drive the Grey Girl and gave
me the XU-1 for the remainder of the journey.
We travelled at about 80 km/hr, and made a
fuel stop at Eneabba, where the Bush Mechanics
fashioned a nice little air deflector for the radiator
with cardboard and gaffer tape, using a borrowed
knife from the roadhouse kitchen. After that little
bit of extra TLC, the Grey Girl was happy enough
to carry on all the way to the House of Puetz,
although Dave too had to pull over along the way,
as Trevor’s GT was also being a bit grumpy with a
hot flush. We finally arrived around 4:30pm - just
in time to greet the Amazing Pat and the rest of
the crew, answer all the “what took you so longs?”

We move into our fabulous glamping caravans and
get ready for the Eagles v Kangaroos preliminary
final. Warren and some of the boys flushed out
the radiator, finding lots of old corrosion, which
had caused the overheating. After all the fun and
games, and extra fussing around, Warren and I
agreed that the cars didn’t need a wash after all...
Drinks in hand, we happily sat down to enjoy
the game, and as our President reports, “What
started off looking like the Eagles up against a
tough opponent, the big ‘Kangaroo’ hand found
many Eagles victims and “Kangaroo fan wannabe’s” to pay back-handed compliments too. But
as the scores changed, the hand turned to slap the
blue and white out of the one true supporter.”

“an appropriate amount of fun”, leading to only
a few sore heads the next morning. One bit of
intel which I missed, but Nat didn’t, was her
observation: “Never trust a girl with a bottle of
bubbly under her arm as she smiles sweetly and
gives you a hug! Fortunately Pat had her patio
built very sturdy!” (you weren’t referring to me,
were you, Natalie?).

Well relaxed by now, we were treated to a wonderful
meal prepared by Pat’s friend Gina, along with
the expert BBQ stylings of Gary. Everyone had
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Sunday morning............... Showtime!
Everyone arose (relatively) bright eyed and bushy
tailed and after a jolt of caffeine, jumped into
their respective cars to head down to the oval.
I was in the cyan blue again, and all went pretty
well, until that hill start at the red light. Poor
Nunzio was behind me, in Carlo’s beautiful
Blingmobile, and I was terrified I might stall and
roll back... The light changed; my heart raced and
I floored it. Dave’s advice to me - “drive it like you
stole it” - echoed inside me. All good!

The Midwest Show & Shine was a little smaller
than previously, but well organised, and the club
put on a great display as always, which also excited
the judges with us winning Best Club Display.
Many members also came back with various
awards, including:
G. Tishler - Best Paint and Graphics
Best Street Machine
N. Barone - Best Engine Bay
		
Best Interior
		
Runner-up Best Muscle Car
P. Peutz Runner-up Best Ladies Car
		
Runner-up Best Individual Display
M. Sibley - Runner-up Best Engine Bay
One other distinction earned the night before
was announced by the prez: “It’s official! After
years of holding the trophy, Trevor has had to
relinquish his ‘human chain-saw’ title as it was
rip-snorted away from him by …….. drum roll
………… DARREN”
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Once all the hard work of packing up after the
show was over, I had one more hurdle to surmount.
I drove out in the XU-1, which seemed a bit
reluctant. I put it down to me, and maybe a bit
of choke trouble. As I struggled out of the oval,
I stalled on the gravelly hill. With Martin behind
me, I prayed I wouldn’t spit any gravel his way (or
worse), and managed to make my way out of the
venue. Pat led us on a victory lap around town en
route to the bottle shop, and then it was back to
the ranch to relax once again. Another wonderful
meal courtesy of Gina,
and a slightly more
subdued
evening,
except for the DJ
wars between Mark,
Annette and Martin.
It all amounted to
quite a good playlist,
though!
Monday
morning
arrived and it was time
to check out. After
packing up, breakfasting, and many thanks,
hugs and goodbyes, most of the group hit the
road. Warren and company had done a bit
more tinkering and the pit crew felt confident
the Grey Girl would make it home just fine.
And she did. On the other hand...
Somewhere just past Eneabba, I heard a

really, REALLY loud clatter from under the
bonnet of the XU-1. No-o-o-o-o-o-o-o! I flashed
my lights and pulled over. Warren saw, and did the
same. I really should stop breaking all the cars.
As the rest of the crew were already
ahead, we rang the RAC. Lucky
we had that one bar of signal, and
Ultimate Cover! We didn’t have a map
- only the GPS, and while we weren’t
sure where exactly we were, we knew
we were between Eneabba and Jurien.

We offered the RAC coordinates for our location,
but the operator was uninterested. We told them
we were about 10 kms out of Lancelin - fatal
rookie mistake.
Anyway - a lovely couple from Mandurah
heading home from the Show & Shine in their
lovely old EH stopped to see if we needed help,
and we cheerfully told then help was on its way.
They offered us water and snacks, just in case,
and with our assurance all was well, continued
southwards. A couple of surfies also stopped and
offered us a lift to the next town. Nunzio, had
been a bit behind us and also stopped to check
on us. We thanked all the good Samaritans and
sent them on our way, then sat in the shade to
read the paper. Eventually we got a call from an
RAC breakdown vehicle, who had been driving
around the outskirts of Lancelin to find us. Long
story short (OK, I know it’s too late for that), the
tow truck from Eneabba finally arrived where we
actually were at 4:30pm, and we headed home in
14

the Grey Girl (who was very brave and saved the
day). No roos crossed our path and we arrived
safely about 10pm.
So as you can see, it was a very fun weekend for
everyone, and unexpectedly eventful for Warren
and me. Thanks so much to all the wonderful
club members who were there for their help
and patience (particularly towards L Plate Lisa),
and also for all the fun times over the weekend.
Thanks especially to Pat for her hospitality, and
Doug (even though he had to miss out this time).
EPILOGUE:
Turns out that one of the valve spring retainers
gave way, the spring snapped and ate the rocker!
After much searching for a replacement, a heart
transplant is now underway.
Lisa did indeed “drive it like she stole it”, at least
on the way up - and received a $100 fine in the
mail but no demerits as a welcome home gift.
Lisa & Warren

Pitty’s Bathurst Day

B

ecoming a bit of a tradition, every Bathurst
we gather at Mark’s factory unit to watch ‘The
Great Race’, enjoy free food, drinks and cookies;
all generously supplied by the club. There’s the
huge XU-1 banner on the back wall, Holden flags
and rare wheels scattered around to add to the
racing atmosphere.

Thanks to Mark because there’s a fair bit of work
in setting things up, I should know, I had to do it
all due to Mark having a bunky shoulder
Martin
Here I was caught out with the massive shopping trolley
getting the supplies. Made me look short. :-)

With plenty of banter around we have a laugh
while keeping an eye on the big screen. But
obviously there isn’t any Ford v Holden rivalry
here.
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To-Fly in, To-Fly out

y name is Geoff, and as one of the newest
members (one week) of the GTR XU-1
Car Club I was asked to contribute a small section
to the club magazine. At this stage I am still trying
to piece together the history of my LC XU-1 as I
only recently made the decision to have the vehicle
restored and not take on another project myself,
but more of that later. What has been confirmed
is that it was constructed in Brisbane but from
there it remains a mystery.

The vehicle was purchased in 2002 from an avid
Holden collector on the outskirts of Sydney but
unfortunately finances become an issue so I was
lucky enough to purchase the vehicle just as it came
out of the paint shop. The vehicle was originally
transported from Sydney to Parkes NSW by a
close mate who owned a tilt tray (all for the cost
of a bottle of Grange Hermitage). The basic shell
was intact and sitting on four wheels but none of
the mechanical work had been commenced. So
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on the truck was a brightly coloured red XU-1
and a number of pallets full of what turned out
to be only some of the parts.
Due to a shortage of room in the shed in Parkes,
I decided to move the vehicle to another mate’s
place (Phil) and store it in one of his sea containers.
And there it stayed for 13 years until September
this year.
During one of our many conversations over the
years Phil suggested that it would be a great idea
to get the vehicle over to Perth and finish what
had been started. Given that the body work had
been done I approached another mate in Perth
who has a strong history of restoring Fords of all
varieties and has one of the greatest collections
I have ever seen. I wasn’t sure how the concept
of restoring an XU-1 would be viewed but as
they say “nothing ventured, nothing gained”. I
approached Tony who never hesitated and from
there the “fun” began.

Unfortunately due to FIFO commitments I had
very limited input into the restoration but to say it
was challenging would be an understatement. The
time and effort that the guys put into tracking down
parts and having the mechanical components
overhauled was more than I anticipated. The
efforts of Tony and Danny (they know who they
are) will be appreciated forever.
The restoration commenced in earnest on 3
September 2015 after the vehicle was delivered
from NSW by Toll. Again, I was onsite so the task
of organising the unloading and the supervision
of the delivery to the restoration workshop
was undertaken by my wife who is quite used
to managing these types of tasks with a FIFO
husband. From here Tony and Danny took over
and following a detailed briefing session one
Sunday afternoon when I was in town the work

really commenced. As is normally the case with
vehicles that have been stripped by someone else
(a long time ago) the overhaul of the components
proved to be the easy parts. However, with an
extensive array of contacts and old mates the team
tracked down all of the missing bits. On Tuesday
1 December 2015 the completed XU-1 was put
over the pits for final inspection and passed with
flying colours.
The registration papers have been submitted and
we have commenced the 28 day waiting period
whilst the validation and verification process by
the Department of Transport is undertaken.
Hopefully a fully registered XU-1 will be our 2015
Christmas present and we look forward to being
part of the Club runs over the next few years.
Regards
Geoff
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Six Laps at ToranaFest

ell I started my trip-of-a-lifetime to the east
coast early in September. The nullabor
was a problem free drive, with only one flat tyre
on the trailer.

cars converge for a get together. Sunday brought
a little rain too the show grounds but that didn’t
deter 350 plus Toranas putting on one spectacular
show for the public!

My destination first up was Canberra where I
met up with Lawrie Reid of the Canberra Torana
Club. He was my host for three days and took me
to the Summernats headquarters, then we spent
a bit of time at the war memorial and the huge
war museum. If you ever get the chance to visit
Canberra then put the museum on the to do list.

Monday morning we loaded up the cars and a
dozen Toranas headed back to Bathurst for an
overnight stay at the mountain.

We met up with the Victoria convoy on the way
up to Maitland for Toranafest and once there,
we got to meet some well respected people like
Bev Brock, James Brock, Joe Felice, Ian Tate, Ron
Harrop and the Nowacki bros Ned and Bruce.
I was honoured to escort Bev on the cruise up
to Morpeth on the Saturday where about 180
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Steve

I’m introduced to Bev
Brock before she joins
me in the 05 for the
Saturday cruise.

I grab a quick photo
with Joe Felice.
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Six Laps at Bathurst

he next part of my trip was to head down to
Bathurst with a few other Toranas from the
‘fest and stay at the mountain overnight. Then we
could have a play and get some classic photos on
the track.
Another 05 brocky came from QLD and we took
the time to pair them up and create a little photo
history of our own.
The next day I headed back to Campbelltown for
two weeks before making my way back to Bathurst
for my muscle car meet that Todd Martin had
organised. All up there was 20 odd cars from
different manufacturers that got to do the parade
lap on the Saturday morning, which to me filled
a void that had be left after not doing the lap in
2012 with all the other XU1s that attended.
There is no better feeling than having all the
spectators waving and cheering as we made
our way up mountain straight, across Brocky’s
Skyline and down Conrod Straight to the delight
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of everyone. Wow! Took awhile for me to come
back off my cloud after that lap. I couldn’t wait to
view my car in footage later.
Steve
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Torana Tricks
D

Dash Restorations

o you have a tired looking dash, don’t despair.
They’re not that hard to get looking like new
again and at a fraction of the cost the professionals
charge. From hole repairs, re-silvering lines, fresh
black paint and new lettering.
After restoring my own LJ dash I have been asked
by Torana enthusiasts all over Australia for some
of my decals. These are the secret to the correct
restoration. If you’ve ever looked into the font
Holden used, it is very hard, if not impossible to
correctly match. Because of this I have redrawn
each letter from a good original. I feel these are
the closest available; a bold statement but until
proven wrong I’ll stand by it.
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At first I only had the LJ set, but after our member
Trevor lent me a rare LC lower dash I have
recently produced the LC version including the
heater panel.
So any members who need any advice or help
with their dash, I’m happy to help with tips and
tricks to get yours looking pretty again. I may
even get back into restoring them once I return
from holidays.
Martin
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Breakdown Awards

elcome to the newest section in the
newsletter; ‘The Breakdown Award’. Here
we have a little fun looking at the moments we
all have at some time or another. We also share
our fixes for all to learn from. So get your entries
in for the next newsletter and you can turn your
drama into a lesson learned.

3. Natalie. (Note the men standing back giving
advice) On the Gero trip the oil light came on.
THE FIX: top up the oil. BRILLIANT NAT!

1. Lisa (a double entrant). As you would have
read, on the recent trip to Geraldton Lisa was
zooming along in the Primer GTR when the temp
gauge hit the red zone and the engine started
steaming. THE FIX: Flush radiator and engine
multiple times removing plenty of corrosion and
gunk.
4. Lisa. While driving the XU-1 home from
Gero’ its engine suddenly started to rattle loudly.
THE FIX: A tow home to find broken valve
springs and roller rocker. Due to the difficulty
of finding a matching spring and rocker and the
fact Warren had a spare motor, a new engine was
fitted.

2. Dave (driving Trev’s Ford). Again on the trip
to Gero’ Dave in the GT had a grumpy 351 to
deal with and THE FIX was to pull bits of the
carbie apart and clean.
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5. Martin. Turning into Mark’s driveway on
Bathurst Day and the engine stalls and cannot
be jump started while still rolling forward. Finally
restarts with fuel leaking out of carbie. THE FIX:
Push-pulling of accelerator linkages seems to have
cleared a stuck fuel needle to seat. Later that week
top of carbie pulled off, compressed air blown
through and primer pump rod length adjusted.

6. Mark. Lost the ability to select gears, stuck
in second. THE FIX: Linkage rod had fallen off
gearbox selector due to retaining clip broken.
New clip fitted and on his way

I have decided to name the award after its
inaugural winner which is.............
...........................so the “Broken Rocker Award”
goes to..............
Lisa in the XU-1.
Congratulations Lisa, a deserving winner!

M

RIP Rusty

ike’s long time mate Rusty has gone to the park in the
sky. Those who have spent time with Mike or came to
the Bathurst Day last year would know Rusty well. A real happy
loving friend. We wish you peace Rusty and we’re thinking of
you Mike.
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The New Man Cave

t all started when Alison decided we should
buy a caravan and I needed a bigger shed to
store the second Torana I had bought. So we
went down to Highland Reserve Estate in Jane
Brook and put a deposit on a half acre block . We
were told at this time that the title deeds would be
issued in two months. Eight months later still no
title deeds and not likely in the near future. We
then told Mirvac what they could do with their
block and cancelled the whole project .
I then went down to the back of our current house
and did some measuring and decided that I could
fit a 6m x 7m shed if I did a lot of foundation
work. Obtained shire approval and ordered shed
with 3m wall height.
Spent the next 2 months removing pavers and
garden beds, retic and clothes hoist.
The hard work really began when we were laying
the 52 kilo limestone blocks for the retaining walls
and importing the sand fill. The Shed Company
then came in and erected the shed. I also had
it fully insulated during construction. I then re
paved the three sides, fitted down pipes and a
rainwater tank.

The next job was the fit out. Ran power through
from the meter box , hung 8 flouro overhead lights,
8 power points, conduit and electrical cable. My
electrician mate came and did the connections.
Next job was the fitting of steel air lines around
the perimeter and then gyprock cladding to two
walls. A small mezzanine storage area was erected
above the workshop area. I next painted the walls
and floor.
The overhead beam for a block and tackle came
from the Morley Mower Centre who decided they
didn’t want it and were going to put it in the scrap
bin.
The next job was moving benches, cabinets,
grinders, cleaning bath, welders and all the other
crap you collect over the years.
Probably the best fun of the whole project was the
putting up on the walls posters and memorabilia
I had collected over many years .
Have had the XU1 in as the first inhabitant and
done some long overdue repairs, including a
complete re-upholstery and new door trims .
The shed with a view is now complete .
Ken Parker
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Phil leroy Memorial Run

A

s always, the Phil leroy memorial run is a
special run held dear to our hearts. This year
made it even more special to have Phil’s family
involved, offering their warm and inviting house
with an awesome feast of barbeque, salads and
desserts, as the destination for those who braved
the weather to make the trip to Waroona.
Meeting at the Byford roadhouse, I was surprised
to see how many came along for the run. The
weather was fine at that point, lulling us into a
false sense of security that another perfect run
day had been chosen.
Thanks to Phil’s nephew, Andrew, who took the
lead, we all managed to stick together and cruise
all the way, making good timing. We would have
thought the presence of the “1%” bikies weaving
in and out on their Harleys and overtaking illegally
would be the most intimidating event, but that
was nothing on the quite “mature-aged” female
in her little green Hyundai. Having absolutely no
qualms about creating her own overtaking lane
on the oncoming traffic side, she was speeding
and overtaking on bends, in her attempt to
overtake our whole convoy in one go – she had
no intentions of moving over for anyone who may
have been coming the other way. Scary!
When we arrived at Mike and Linda leroy’s, we
were greeted with warm smiles, the smell of food
and the offer to make ourselves at home and
wander the property as we saw fit. The treasures
in the shed were checked out by the blokes, the
women walked the gardens and admired the
natural beauty, whilst others just rested - apart
from one arm that had to keep going up and
down, swatting at flies. Even the animals were
relaxed as they roamed freely. There were a
couple of cheeky puppies secretly stalking the 6
ducklings that ventured out, of course with mum
not too far behind.
Lunch was awesome, eating until we almost burst.
And then we saw sweets – D’oh!
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Fortunately we got through lunch and had started
gathering under the verandah when the weather
turned so cold and the rain came in. Huddling
for warmth under the covering, it was with great
pleasure we presented a beautiful basket of
goodies, compliments of Trevor and Ieva, to our
humble hosts. There was even a special gift for
Andrew, from Trevor, which was very touching
To lighten the mood, Trevor had another gift,
custom-picked, for Bill and Val in appreciation
for the concessional licensing inspection day held
at their house.
One last thing to do before people started to
make their way to their cars and head home –
down a shot (or two, or three) of Cointreau in
Phil’s memory. Damn you Trevor! Suddenly
Cointreau has become my drink of choice, drunk
neat and one that hits Darren’s wallet pretty hard
whenever we’re out. Ha!
The party started to dissipate for the slow wet trip
home. I believe we made the right choice to go
back along South West highway. The Freeway
added almost another hour to others’ trips. The
Freeway taking longer, really? I find that hard to
believe!
Thanks to everyone for making this such a special
run once again – looking forward to next year’s
and of course, holding Linda and Mike to their
offer of hosting the Waroona trip every 2nd year.
I’m feeling full already just thinking about it.
Would it be rude to request no flies and warmer
weather?
Natalie

Bits & Pieces

Wanted

Hi all, I’m looking for a left hand mirror to help
balance my car. I don’t expect to find one but
stranger things have happened.

Pssst....

Rumour has it that one of our members has
headed East to collect a “prime” XU-1 with
full history.
What’s a prime XU-1? I hear you ask!
I’ve asked a few questions and done a bit of
reading and have two thoughts.

Also
Brass elbows from the inlet
manifolds. Found on single and
triple carbs manifolds.
Three required for a mate.
Martin: Ph: 0422 223 555

What’s going on
here then?

The best thought - It was a race XU-1 ordered
by a race team and they wanted to apply their
own paint combo.
The other thought - It’s a spare body supplied
by GMH when a cars body’s been written off
and then the drive train is transferred to it.
Either way it’s rare and exciting.

For Sale
Car Trailer

While checking out this Viking in Winnipeg
Manitoba Canada, I spot some Graffiti! Carlo
can you expect a knock on the door from the
men in Blue?
Ken & Alison

Tilting trailer, has on-board generator, spare
mag wheels, side tool-box, belly tool-box,
screen and winch.
Excellent condition $8000 ono
Call Mark on 0417 501 245
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Club Preferred Businesses
These are businesses that support our club

If you know of any other business that has supported our club
please let me know so they can be included.
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Club Merchandise
Club merchandise available to
club members:
Stubby holders
T-shirts
Polo shirts
Jackets
Beanies
Hats
Key rings
Assorted Stickers

For purchasing please see
our club merchandise officer
Jo-Anne Allchin.
Note: club merchandise is generally available at each club meeting and events attended.

Parting pic..... Seem to have a creaking noise in the back end somewhere?

